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ARTICLE BY DON DUNSTAN. PREMIER DF SOUTH AUSTRALIA. DN THE 
ADELAIDE FESTIVAL OF ARTS FOR "THE SUNDAY MAIL". 
23.3.72 
I think that everyone must agree that the Seventh Adelaide Festival 
of Arts has been an outstanding success. 
In addition to providing an enormously wide range of activities, 
it established new Festival standards in three areas: 
. It achieved a very high Australian content; 
• It brought in world famous performers from neighbouring countries; 
. It made a real effort to involve people and allow them to 
participate. 
Irrespective of what has been said about Festivals in other States, 
it is obvious to any person informed in the Arts that Adelaide is now 
in an unassailable position as Australia's Arts Festival capital. 
Not only do we have the ideal city size and environment; we have now 
built up over more than 12 years the taste, experience and 
discrimination necessary to achieve a world famous Arts Festival. 
I don't think we should try to make it some kind of commercial 
mardi gras. 
You need a bigger city if you want to do that kind of thing. 
I think our aim should be artistic quality and the involvement of 
Australian artists, writers and performers with the public and with 
the best of overseas performers. 
That is the way to achieve real cultural health. 
After all, to compare Sydney and Melbourne with Adelaide is similar 
to comparing Birmingham and Manchester with Edinburgh. 
And we all know what a continuing success the Edinburgh Festival 
has been. 
I believe that the next Adelaide Festival will achieve even higher 
standards, and of course at that time we will have theatres in our 
new Performing Arts Centre as the main venues. 
In addition, street cafes now available under the new licensing 
legislation, and other tourist developments, will enable an even 
greater number of people to get out and enjoy themselves. 
However, one of the most important things we need to do is ensure 
that prices are kept down so as to continue the wide participation 
achieved at this Festival. 
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2. 
It is more important that the ordinary people of the State 
enjoy the Adelaide Festival than a wealthy few. 
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